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Dear Mr Brown
SayNoToSandleford “snts” is a campaign group initially formed to oppose the selection of
Sandleford Park as a strategic site to create an urban extension to Newbury of some 2,000
homes in a mixed use development. Subsequent to the site being adopted by West
Berkshire Council we have subsequently worked to ensure that the development of 2,000
homes works not just internally but also with the surrounding community. We have 261
subscribers to our newsletters about the development and well over 100 people attended
our public meeting on the 19th January 2016 to discuss the application and the proposals
being made by the landowners and developers of the site.
BACKGROUND
When we put up our case to the Planning Inspector in the 2012 hearings our concerns as
to why Sandleford was the wrong choice concentrated on four areas:
1] Scale: 2,000 homes would dwarf the surrounding area causing a loss of identity and
overwhelming local services;
2] Location: so many homes on one side of the town, alongside the nearby Racecourse
development, would put a strain on infrastructure that would be hard to mitigate, alongside
the fact that the site was a fair distant from the town centre that made green alternatives to
the use of the car hard to achieve;
3] Design: that creating an estate with just two all vehicular accesses to Monks Lane would
create a giant cul de sac and we noted a March 2010 master planning meeting where a
proposed access from the A339 had been deliberately taken off the table as it would
question the deliverability of the site; and
4] Ecological: it was hard to understand how a development of this scale could be anything
other than harmful to an area that contained a number of important ancient woodlands and
ecologically bio diverse areas that provided important links to nearby SSSIs.
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Taken together we questioned how building a mixed use development of 2,000 homes in
this particular location could in anyway be described as sustainable. Clearly our
arguments did not hold sufficient sway with the Planning Inspector to warrant him
overturning the Council’s choice and he approved the Core Strategy which included
Sandleford in May 2012.
Subsequent to that decision a meeting was convened by West Berkshire Council and
representatives of the Sandleford Partnership with various stakeholders in the process,
including our campaign group, where it was emphasised that the upholding of the Core
Strategy was only the start of the process, and that they were keen that irrespective of
where each party stood on the merits or otherwise of the site selection that we should now
work together to help shape Sandleford so that it would be the best it possibly could be not
just within itself but also with the wider community. We were told that they wanted to
positively engage with us on the process moving forward. This promise was warmly
welcome by everyone who attended that meeting.
This mantra of engagement has been carried forward by Bloor Homes in their Design &
Access Statement (Sept 2015) where on P36 in a table showing their engagement with
key stakeholders and two public consultation meetings alongside public meetings with
Newbury Town Council and Greenham Parish Council they state: “Bloor Homes and
representatives from Donnington New Homes, Newbury Town Council and Greenham
Parish Council are in the process of setting up a Working Group. The group will have
regular meetings and will work collaboratively to improve the proposals and ensure that
consultation continues beyond the submission of a planning application”
We know that this Sandleford Park Working Group has yet to meet. In spite of repeated
requests to meet with local residents groups to discuss their concerns they have all been
turned down including the opportunity to attend and present at our public meeting on the
19th January.
The public consultation events turned out to be tokenistic at best, at worse nothing more
than PR exercises, where pre-formulated plans were presented to the general public.
When challenged at the Newbury Town Council what had changed as a result of these
events the answer was the additional access roads and the location of the primary schools
- both these were initiated by West Berkshire Council as opposed to the general public.
This lack of engagement would be worrying enough if it only involved ourselves and the
more recently formed Wash Common Action Group: made up of concerned parents at
Falkland Primary School and other residents directly affected by proposed changes to
Warren Road. However it would appear to extend to some key parties within West
Berkshire Council where Bloor Homes chose not to engage in a pre-application process
with Highways and Transport. This shows an arrogance of approach by Bloor Homes that
rarely results in good decision making. It reinforces the view that this development is
being planted on Sandleford with little regard to the surrounding area. Moreover this lack
of engagement puts to question discussions that are assumed to have been taking place
with other interested parties: Park House School, is the land allocation suggested sufficient
for their needs; Falkland Surgery, is sufficient capital been laid aside to enable them not
only to expand their premises but also provide sufficient parking; there is a presumption
that the site will have pedestrian access across the Rugby Club, what if any discussions
have they had with the Club about this and without this what assumptions have been
made on traffic movements for access to the Surgery and the David Lloyd centre?
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The process is important as the lack of true engagement with various interested parties
have led to plans being presented which in our view are incomplete and in need of much
improvement. It is likely therefore that substantial re-working of the plans are going to be
required before they are in a fit state to be approved which will inevitably cause further
delays to the start of the project.
We are aware that the Council is facing increasing challenges to its five year housing
supply plans of which Sandleford is an important component and any delay to this
programme increases the chances of planning appeals by other large schemes being
successful. We have some suggestions therefore that we hope will be viewed
constructively that will enable the Council to buy time whilst an acceptable scheme for
Sandleford is worked up. It is hoped that going forward Bloor Homes will take note and
properly engage with community groups, interested third parties as well as the various
stakeholders within the Council’s departments to work up a proposal that has broad
support across the spectrum of interests.
INTRODUCTION
While we will be looking at any proposal for this site with a view to how successful they are
in overcoming our objections highlighted above, we are cognizant that from a planning
point of view this application will be judged on how well it meets the Core Strategy and the
guidelines laid out in the SPD (March 2015). With this in mind our view is this planning
application is incomplete in that much of the traffic infrastructure is based on survey
information that is out of date, and insufficient. By way of example Traffic Survey data for
Andover Road and Monks Lane was taken before the opening of the Sainsbury Local and
Garage on Andover Road, and the David Lloyd Centre on Monks Lane. The traffic survey
data whilst looking at peak travel times fails to look at traffic flows and parking issues at
school drop off and pick up times. There has been no survey work on pedestrian and
cycle traffic particularly relevant when looking at the impact of pedestrian traffic on Monks
Lane when Park House students leave the school. Moreover there has been no study of
the impact of Saturday traffic on the northbound Sandleford link which regularly sees tail
backs extending 10 or more cars on the A339, nor of the problems faced by shoppers
leaving Tesco car park at peak times where queues of up to 40 minutes are regularly
reported. Without this detail it is impossible to have any confidence in any of the traffic
mitigation measures or to fully understand the impact of traffic leaving any of the proposed
access points. This point has been very well made in both the Highways and Transport
responses to the proposals.
In addition we believe that the assumptions on the volume of traffic and its distribution
coming to and from Sandleford is flawed, based as it is on early survey work of traffic
distribution from nearby St John’s Ward and Falkland Ward both of which have large
residential districts that are closer to the town centre and down the hill from Sandleford. It
is likely therefore any model derived from these traffic patterns is likely to underestimate
the number of car journeys emanating from and to Sandleford.
There is also no study on the impact of phasing of the project on traffic distribution loads,
this is particularly evident before the northern parcels are linked to the western parcels
(assuming the latter is started in tandem with the northern parcels) where all northern
traffic will exit via Monks Lane and the A339 and the western parcels via Warren Road if
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approved. These will put particular strains on the infrastructure of the area which simply
has not been considered.
Moreover we understand that the four access points to the Sandleford development are
still being worked upon and are incomplete even to the level where it is to be determined
whether the accesses to and from Monks Lane should be T-Junctions or roundabouts, and
where the access should be from the A339 where the Highway Officer supports our
contention that the A339 should incorporate access to the Household Waste and
Recycling Centre (HWRC). These are not reserve matters but fundamental to how the
scheme works and its impact on its surrounding areas. It is impossible for the application
to be judged let alone approved until these matters are resolved.
As such our response is an interim statement to help formulate the proposals as we move
forward, and snts reserves the right to amend its position as the plans evolve and
anticipates that there will be a further round of consultation for the amended plans to be
considered.
With the above in mind our comments to the specific proposals are as follows:
ACCESS
[Warren Road/Andover Road Access ITB10083-GA-018 & 019]
The proposed junction change to make Warren Road an all vehicular access point to the
development is based on incorrect data. The 2012 Traffic Survey was done prior to the
construction of the Local Sainsbury and Garage, and the Traffic Survey did not look at
pedestrian or cycle movements especially at peak drop off and pick up times for the
adjacent schools. In this regard we support the position papers put forward by Highways
and Transport in their respective responses dated the 22/1/2016
The assumptions behind justification of Warren Road as an all vehicular access point look
totally unrealistic and provide an unsound basis for deciding what all vehicular junctions
are needed where. This is especially so on the assumption that all traffic leaving Warren
Road will want to head south to access the Northbound A34, and so will relieve congestion
at the Monks Lane and the Andover Road and Essex Road interchange. It is to be
expected that a large proportion of traffic will want to head to the town centre and so
increase traffic passing the schools and community facilities in the area and will directly
impact drop off traffic for Falkland School with a right hand turn from that junction. While it
is accepted that the current traffic issues in the area at school drop off and collection times
are in themselves unacceptable and dangerous, interposing a busy interchange at this
point seems an odd solution when just a pair of pedestrian lights would resolve much of
the current issues.
Moreover there seems to have been no consideration of the dangers of putting heavy
construction traffic beside a route heavily used by school children and mothers with young
children. This would seem to be a complete no-no from an Health & Safety perspective
and in contravention of Highways guidelines for safe practice. Even restricting
construction traffic to school holidays would not answer this problem due to activities put
on by various youth groups over the holiday periods.
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There also seems to be no regard in relation to the Sainsbury Local Store where the
popularity of this site surpasses available parking resulting in queues on the highway. This
is also a popular destination for Park House students during break times where they go to
pick up snacks, again creating a great deal of pedestrian traffic in the area. All these
issues make an upgrade to Warren Road to bring more traffic from a different direction a
dangerous proposition.
We are also concerned that the proposed changes to Andover Road to facilitate these
junction changes puts current users of Andover Road at risk. It seems perverse that a
lesser standard is to be deployed for Andover Road in terms of pavement widths to those
that Highways insist need to be in place for the main North/South link road within
Sandleford itself, it is also noticeable that these lesser standards also pertain to Warren
Road. This is an example where the needs of the new development appear to be put
ahead of existing residents in the surrounding areas.
It should be also remembered that Andover Road is a major gateway into Newbury and as
such the look and feel of the approach should be preserved wherever possible. The
destruction of the verges to facility the enhanced Sainsbury garage was regrettable and
further erosion of green verges, that also provide an important buffer between pedestrians
and traffic should be avoided.
We are also concerned that alteration to Andover Road where it is widened will have an
impact given the steep camber to the side of the road. Again narrowing the pavement
without addressing this issue could result in vehicles sliding off the road to the detriment of
pedestrians.
We also support residents in this area who are directly impacted by these proposals as to
how they will access the A343 from their drives and side roads and for residents of Sunley
Close as to how they will access Warren Road during busy periods. Given Sunley Close
is a development made for retirees we are particularly concern that access for emergency
vehicles will not be compromised by these proposals.
Going back to the flawed traffic analysis, the option that has Monks Lane and A339 as the
only all vehicular access points shows the least impact in terms of traffic volumes on the
A343 which given the heavy pedestrian use of this area, in particular school children,
raises the question of why this particular option of making Warren Lane all vehicular is
being explored. We would urge the developers and Council to explore alternative options
to give the development western permeability in particular a route that heads south parallel
to Andover Road to come out at a point somewhere near Wash Water. Such a route could
be tied into the recent proposal by Gladman’s to build 85 homes in Wash Water and if
such a route was explored, then proceeding with that application would make up for a
shortfall in the delay of bringing the Western parcel of Sandleford on stream. It would also
make a safer route for construction traffic by passing as it would existing residential areas.
We have not commented on the specific junction layout proposals as we understand that
Donnington New Homes is still working on these with Council Officers and will wait to see
what is planned to make this junction safe for all users. But the above reservations on the
general principle of an all vehicular route at Warren Road still pertains.
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[A339 Access Road W14137_A009_Rev C]
Whilst broadly in favour of an access road to the A339, it is inconceivable that anyone
would introduce a new junction that did not incorporate the Household Waste Recycling
Centre. We have not seen Highway’s proposals in this regard, however in principle we
support their position that this junction should incorporate access to the HWRC. It would
also seem preferable to make this junction a roundabout as opposed to a lights junction in
an effort to keep traffic flowing in all directions.
The documents state that this junction is to be funded by the Council from the central grant
to enable land for housing development so why would the Council support a change that
means over 2,000 new homes would have to make the return journey down to and up from
the Swan Roundabout to access the HWRC? By this measure alone The Council is
ensuring that any gains from new housing in terms of energy use is lost in carbon
emissions from these extra car journeys and is non sustainable.
We also have concerns that the way that this access route has been designed into the
overall development will fail in its purpose to take major traffic flows away from Monks
Lane and other areas of the development. It would appear to link in to a minor road that
leads directly to Monks Lane. There is a real risk that Council money will be spent on this
access route that will fail to deliver any meaningful benefits in terms of traffic management
with this configuration. We would favour an east/west link road running between Crooks
Copse and High Wood to tie in with the other side of the Northern Parcel. This would
necessitate a bridge to cross the valley at this point so to preserve the ecological status of
this area. It would have the advantage however of allowing more south facing housing to
be built with the solar gains that those properties will then enjoy.
We also would urge the Council to fast track this route to the development so that it is
complete to the eastern perimeter of parcel N1 before any construction starts. It could
then be used as the route for construction traffic to the development again avoiding Monks
Lane and the existing residential areas and streets used by school children. Ultimately this
would speed the construction of the development as it would avoid the need to put time
restrictions on traffic movements.
We would urge the Council in consideration of these plans to remember existing residents
who if not accounted for through these alternative routes to the development (the revised
access from the A339 and the proposed route to Wash Water), face twenty years or more
of heavy construction traffic which will make living in the area intolerable with the constant
risk that would be posed to pedestrian and cyclists.
[Monks Lane Western Access Roundabout W14137_A001_RevC]
It appears problematic to put a roundabout in situ of a private drive and poses issues for
delivery/removal vehicles to these properties (no access drawings have been provided for
large vehicle movements to this drive).
The phasing of this junction is also problematic in that N1 will be almost completely built
before this access work begins with all those additional car journeys (from 300 new
homes) along Monks Lane. It would appear sensible for both Monks Lane junctions to be
built at the same time to minimise traffic disruption along Monks Lane even if the road from
the N1 development to the roundabout is completed at a later stage.
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The Roundabout seems to have made no provision for cyclists, in its design.
[Monks Lane Eastern Access T-Junction W14137_A_002 RevA]
It appears that the proposal for this junction is a simple give way with no lights. It is
difficult to see how any traffic will be able to leave in peak hours or school drop off/pick up
times due to the constant stream of traffic along Monks Lane at these times. It also
appears that this is now a minor route to the development only serving the eastern
perimeter of parcel N1. This would suggest that the intention is to push the bulk of the
developments northbound traffic through the western access, which will pose major issues
in terms of traffic distribution in both directions along Monks Lane. Again we have major
concerns about the impact this will have especially at school drop off and pick up times
when Monks Lane is currently heavily congested with both pedestrian (school children)
and car traffic as well as bus drop offs. Until a proper traffic survey is carried out to look at
these impacts we have no further comment to make.
The junction appears to have made no provision for cyclists.
TRANSPORT
As stated above it is impossible to make comment on the validity of the transport mitigation
measures until a proper up to date traffic survey is completed that looks at surrounding
areas that includes both: Essex Street, the traffic to and from the Monument parade of
shops and the interaction with the pedestrian crossing; and Tescos and the Retail Park
both of which are operating at near capacity. These areas at the eastern and western
northern peripheries of the Sandleford are both operating at near capacity with current
levels of traffic and regularly cause bottlenecks at both ends of Monks Lane, Andover
Road, Essex Street and the Sandleford link. Without proper mitigation putting more traffic
on these areas will only make the current situation a lot worse.
We have no solution for resolving the situation around Tescos and the Retail Park other
than introducing a one way system that takes traffic out south along the A339 perhaps
integrating with the new A339 access road, however we recognise such a solution would
be fraught with difficulties difficult to implement and likely to be unpopular with residents in
those areas.
Regarding the Monument parade consideration should be given to introducing a one way
system with an exit going behind the Parade and The Gun to the northern end of Andover
Road. Without such a solution this will remain a major bottleneck with traffic entering and
exiting a narrow car park and with limited parking behind the stores.
We are also very concerned that no modelling appears to have been done in relation to
the construction traffic not only of the phased development itself but of other ancillary
developments such as the expansion of Park House School and the expansion of Falkland
Surgery both of which will necessitate construction traffic along residential areas. We
know from the experience of the St Barts new build that this can be handled sensitively
however the impact still needs to be factored in.
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[Monks Lane/Andover Road Improved Junction W14137- TRK001 - 006]
We have grave reservations about the proposal to merge the double mini roundabout into
a single roundabout at this junction. Our understanding is that this double mini roundabout
was introduced originally to dissuade HGV traffic from utilising the A343 to access the
town. Overall improvements to the Andover Road will encourage more traffic to utilise this
route. This is of particular concern as the A343/A34 junction slip roads are notoriously
short and there are real concerns about safety of accessing these roads if following a slow
moving HGV vehicle up the hill.
There is a particular concern at this roundabout proposal for northbound HGVs turning
onto Essex Street where the tracking data shows HGV having to utilise the middle lane
and to cross over the inside lane in order to make the turn. This is an obvious hazard to
unwary users of the inside lane and seems to be designing in the potential for serious
accidents.
Again a survey of pedestrian usage would show that this area has excessive pedestrian
use especially at pick up time from Park House School with students from both Park
House and nearby St Bartholomew’s and any narrowing of the verges at this point would
represent a safety hazard and again it has to be pointed out that the developer seems to
be proposing narrower pavements outside of Sandleford than they are proposing for less
busy traffic routes within the development.
Finally we note that the Falkland Memorial is being put forward for a local listing as
heritage site and part of that has to be its unique setting. We would oppose anything that
detracts from this as it is an important landmark to Wash Common.
[Other Traffic Mitigation]
We have no comments to make on the wider mitigation measures to address traffic going
through the town centre as the data on which they are based is out of date and
incomplete. We reserve our right to comment further when these proposals are fully
developed.
SUSTAINABILITY
The applicant makes much of this being a sustainable development, however we would
contend that this is not only not the case but also does not meet key requirements of the
Core Strategy and SPD as adopted in March 2015.
Bloor Homes in their Design & Access Statement and Planning Statement highlight recent
government initiatives to encourage the building of new homes. In essence the
Conservative Government has backtracked on green build initiatives and abandoned its
commitment to Carbon Zero new homes by 2016 and instead, in an attempt to remove
unnecessary red tape has committed new home builds to follow the lesser requirements of
Building Regulations. The government indeed has gone further to instruct Local
Authorities that they cannot impose further technical requirements on housebuilders
beyond that stated in Building Regulations. In support of their application Bloor Homes
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state that it is the Government’s intent that builders should build therefore to Level 4
requirements (the current level of Building Regs) as opposed to the Level 6 that the former
Carbon Zero target would require.
However this is a very selective reading of the Governments position and they make clear
(as stated in Bloor Homes own documents) that in relaxing the target on energy home
buildings they are giving housebuilders the flexibility to choose between energy efficient
homes or to make up the deficit in efficiency with the use of renewable technologies.
Bloor Homes have instead opted for Level 4 build with no commitment to deploy
renewable technologies and as such are in breach of the Government guidelines. It is
extremely disappointing that in the light of the Paris accord in December 2015 to
ambitiously cut carbon emissions that Bloor Homes have instead opted to go for the
minimum standards and shows gross corporate irresponsibility in doing so. What should
be for them a templar development to show what standards can be achieved instead
becomes a me-too development a Bloor Home template parachuted in to an
environmentally sensitive area.
We also note that Bloor Homes commitment to sustainability extends to creating as many
homes as possible with southerly aspects to maximise solar gain, and yet the density of
housing is greatest on the north/south link road which seems at odds with this aspiration.
If they were to introduce an east/west link to the A339 across the development then this
would widen the opportunity for houses with southerly aspects.
Bloor Homes commitment to green infrastructure also appears limited to within the
development and this to is kept to a minimum standard. We note Highways and Transport
comments in this regard and support their position however would go on to point out that
spaces for bikes is limited to two irrespective of the size of house and we would want to
see a commitment to provision of space for bikes that is commensurate with the number of
bedrooms a house has, with an overall minimum of at least 2 spaces.
We also note that there is no provision for improving the wider cycling infrastructure in
Newbury and as already noted on all new junctions there appears to be no provision for
cyclists. Whilst within the development there are cycle ways we note and agree with
Transport assessment that these should be separate from the pedestrian footways and
protected from car users. We would also want to see similar provision made along Monks
Lane (the current shared footway along Monks Lane is too narrow for cycle and pedestrian
traffic especially at school pick up times), and Andover Road as a bare minimum with the
possibility of also looking at Rupert/Chandos/Wendan Road and Essex Street/Elizabeth
Avenue/Valley Road and beyond for dedicated cycle routes. We note that the generous
pathways for pedestrians within the site are not extended beyond the site where a number
of the road ‘improvements’ narrows the space available to pedestrians (in particular
Andover Road).
In the Design & Access Statement and Planning Statement the applicant states on P20 of
the latter document, Para 5.5 that the application will support sustainable economic
development through the delivery of new homes, commercial space and infrastructure,
thereby creating a thriving local plan. However the document does not state how many
employment opportunities it will create and there appears to be no separate business area
that was highlighted in the original proposals put forward with the Core Strategy (which
was situated close to the HWRC). It seems hard to believe that the local centre will employ
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more than a small percentage of the total working population that will be living on
Sandleford and so what substance is there behind this claim? Moreover the Local Centre
is situated on the Central Parcel in the middle of the development - under current phasing
it will be the last parcel to be developed and it will be at least six years before it is linked to
the northern parcel - that is a long time to wait without a job to pay your mortgage!
Rather than empty fatuous statements we would rather see concrete proposals for a
sustainable development that offers genuine employment opportunities from the outset.
This would include a proposal for the creation of a business park on the eastern periphery
close to the HWRC and access to the A339. A possibility is that such a development could
be handed over to a trust where the income from the rents could be used to fund the
maintenance of the park and any surplus going to community projects in the area, on a
model very similar to the Greenham Trust.

ECOLOGY
We have grave concerns as to how this development will impact on the ecology of this
diverse site. We have not had the opportunity to go through all the documents in relation
to this and so reserve the right to comment further, however a glance at the Breeding Birds
section does not fill one with confidence when in the document it states in a table that the
impact on the breeding population of Skylarks would be negligible. This in spite of the fact
that the Central parcel is building on a field that last summer had at least five nesting pairs,
and their other breeding area is to turned into a country park where dogs will be free to
roam and people will spread out enjoying summer picnics. WIthout a detailed plan as to
how all this is to be managed it is hard to imagine how the bio-diverse nature of this area
will not be severely compromised.
However our concerns go beyond that. At the first public consultation with Bloor Homes I
asked their ecologist why they didn’t open up Crooks Copse to the general public given
that it was to be surrounded by housing anyway with all the detrimental impact that would
have and instead cordon off High Wood which is a much more extensive woodland largely
untouched by the development and therefore more likely to remain intact as a site for
wildlife. The response was clearcut, Crooks Copse was a more ancient woodland and
more important in terms of bio diversity than any of the other woodlands on the site. Given
this how can it make sense to make this the only woodland to be nearly completely
surrounded by housing with only a 15m buffer zone? We support the Woodlands Trust
stance on this that greater emphasis needs to be made on the preservation of these
ancient woodlands whose ecological landscapes have taken hundreds of years to develop
and are surprised that the Wildlife Trust have not taken a more robust stance. We
recognise that in order to accommodate 2000 homes in this environmentally sensitive
landscape compromises will need to be made but impacting this woodland in this way
does not seem to be the answer or if it is we need to see greater measures to mitigate the
impact which will surely kill the wildlife in this area. One potential solution may be to not
build on the south eastern corner of Parcel N1 (south of Crooks Copse) which would
create a larger wildlife corridor and instead to build along the access road from the A339.
Whilst this is out of scope of the Sandleford Partnership one has to look a the
development of the area as a whole.
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Likewise it is not clear what the impact on hares will be who are regularly seen in areas
that are to be built upon as well as land designated as parkland. We would urge the
developers to look towards more rigorous measures to keep the human imprint away from
sensitive areas which includes the Central Valley and the valley leading southwards from
Crooks Copse. Any thoughts of locating play areas in these zones should be strongly
resisted.
We also have concerns about the use of attenuation ponds on the valley floors and the
impact these would have on the Marsh/Bogland habitats in these areas. Far from
promoting bio diversity these pond could destroy what is already there.
DESIGN
We have some major issues with the design of Parcel N1 which far from creating a
distinctive local community appears to be a me-too package parachuted in from other
Bloor Home developments.
We are particular concerned with the heavy build of housing and apartments along the
southern edge of Monks Lane which are out of character with the area and destroy the
semi rural appearance of this road. The buildings need to be set back further whilst
maintaining the existing hedgerow, in order to keep them within the Town’s building
guidance.
As mentioned above the density of housing should be revisited so that they are not
concentrated on the north south axis of the development opening up more housing to solar
gain.
We have major concerns at the positioning of a LEAP at the southern edge of Crooks
Copse in an area partially screened from housing and in an important ecological zone.
This should be placed amongst the housing developments. Likewise we have major
concerns regarding the location of the NEAP which is a playground for older children being
situated to the east of Gorse Covert totally screened from nearby housing and it would
appear in view of Sandleford Priory. This would seem to be a natural target zone for anti
social behaviour and again its positioning should be re-considered.
As stated before we believe that building these homes to only Level 4 without renewable
energy provision is counter to national guidelines and this needs to be addressed and
Bloor Homes should make it an aspiration in their build programme to meet the Core
Strategy intent to minimise carbon emissions from the site.
There is a pedestrian entrance from Monks Lane that needs to be moved so that it is close
to the existing pedestrian crossing at Ruperts Road so facilitating the use of this crossing.
CS3 and the SPD are clear that the social and affordable housing needs to be pepper
potted throughout the development. In Parcel N1 they are in clumps (with the apartment
buildings in particular having a high percentage of affordable homes). We are particular
concerned with the outline plan for the Western Parcel that includes an 80 unit easy care
home centre which will be counted towards the social housing and affordable housing
quota which means that there will be virtually no other such housing in this sector.
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We are concerned that there is sufficient public infrastructure in place from Day 1 and that
all houses lie within a 5 minute actual walk of a bus stop (as opposed to being within a
radius of 400m). We also note along with the Transport response that there seems to be
no provision for car sharing and would welcome not only 4 car shares for the new
development but that this scheme is extended to the wider Wash Common community as
well.
IMPLEMENTATION
There are many issues with the current phasing of the project and the resultant impact it
will have on the surrounding neighbourhoods:
Schools - the first primary school will not be delivered until 200 homes have been
completed in Parcel N1 (well over half of this particular development) which means early
adopters will be placing their children in other schools. We have no information on the
timing of developments at either Park House or Falkland Surgery as to when they will have
more capacity which means additional car journeys for these early houses or stretching
the capacity of two institutions which will already struggle given the disruption caused by
their build programmes.
The local centre is phased for completion towards the end of the project as a result of
which more pressure will be put on the local Sainsbury and Monument parade of shops as
houses are occupied with the resultant traffic flows. Tesco and Sainsburys will also face
additional pressures as the build programme rolls out.
The Valley Bridge linking the two halves of the development will not be completed until
year six of the development which means until that point the two halves will be separate
identities with the Northern Parcels forced to use Monks Lane and/or A339 access and the
Western and Central Parcels forced to use the Western access wherever this is
determined. Again this will cause major issues locally in terms of transport and supporting
infrastructure (community halls, religious centres, local schools) that appears not to have
been factored in.
The phasing of the Country Park is unclear and needs to be carefully thought through so
that undue pressure is not put on those areas that are released early to public use and the
resultant usage that would be to the detriment on wildlife and ecologically sensitive areas.
The major issue however is the construction traffic on a development of this scale which is
going to see a continuous stream of heavy vehicles to and from the site in a continuous
stream for a minimum of ten years that is planned and maybe twenty years if all 2,000
homes are to be built. The Council cannot condemn existing neighbourhoods to this
misery for such a prolonged period of time and as such alternative construction routes as
we have suggested from the A339 to the northern parcels and Wash Water to the western
and central parcels must be completed before any housebuilding is allowed to go ahead.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The proposals utilise over an acre of land that is currently used by the Rugby Club as
playing fields. The Core strategy states that provision of outside sport facilities is an
important criteria in judging applications however there is no compensation or mitigation
for this loss of outside playing fields. At the Planning Inspector hearings assurances were
given that this would be looked at and mitigation considered. However not only is there no
provision for additional outside sports provision within this site there is no provision
anywhere to cope with the town’s expansion that in recent years has seen a net loss of
land available and this must be addressed.
There seems to be no provision for visitor parking to the Country Park outside of the Local
Centre which presumably is to service the shops and other amenities in that area. Without
specific car parking for the Country Park it is likely that surrounding residential streets will
be used for parking with all the resulting problems that that could create.
We see no provision for wider health concerns regarding ensuring there is sufficient health
provision in terms of hospitals and other care requirements from the expansion of the
town, and whether the NHS has been involved as to how this population expansion will be
catered for.
CONCLUSION
It is our view that the application as currently constituted is incomplete, not fit for purpose
and not compliant with either the Core Strategy or SPD. It is hoped that in working up new
plans that Bloor Homes takes the various criticisms, not only of its plans but also about the
process it has followed, on board and genuinely directly engages with all parties in
devising a scheme that can win broad support not only from key stakeholders but the
broader community as well. `We also hope that Bloor Homes looks beyond the narrow
confines of its profit line and looks to create a genuinely exemplar development that can
be used as a model not just for other developments around the country but for future
generations as well.
Yours Sincerely

Peter M Norman
Spokesperson
snts
Attachment - Appendix A - signatories to this letter
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Appendix A - Signatories to the snts objection letter
David Allen
66 Greenham Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7HX GB
Richard & Carolyn Aston
Beech House Tydehams Newbury Berkshire RG14 6JT GB
Avril Bainbridge
12 Gorselands Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PX GB
Jed Bayley
Wildwood Kendrick Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PW GB
Elizabeth Bergqvist
Wedgecroft Round End Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PL GB
Angela Blades-Moore
8 Battery End Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NX GB
Margaret & Bruce Blaine
49 Meyrick Drive Newbury RG14 6SY GB
Mr & Mrs Bleloch
5 The Gabriels Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PZ GB
Roger& Nicky Boys
11 Fairacre Woolton Hill Hampshire R20 9UF GB
Charles Brookes
Great Worth Newbury RG14 6PL GB
Pippa Brown
5 Gorselands Newbury Berkshire Rg14 6PU GB
Jamie Brown
5 Gorselands Newbury Berkshire Rg14 6PU GB
Alex Brown
5 Gorselands Newbury Berkshire Rg14 6PU GB
Craig Brown
5 Gorselands Newbury Berkshire Rg14 6PU GB
Graham Chapman
Oakhaven Warren Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NH GB
Robert Graham Church
20 Charter Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7EN GB
Isobel Collyer
Linden House Tarn Lane Newbury Berkshire RG14 6JD GB
Mr & Mrs Cooper
Meadowside Warren Road Newbury RG14 6NH GB
John Cordery
10 Lewis Walk Newbury Berkshire RG14 6TB GB
Phil & Fiona Daniels
7 Cheviot Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SQ GB
R de Salis
3 Bourne Home Cottages East Woodhay Berkshire RG20 0NE GB
Ian Dyke
Newbury - Address withheld
Airlie Dyson
The Bents Kendrick Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PW GB
Simon Edwards
4 Ladwell Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PJ GB
Peter Evans
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21 Battery End Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NX GB
Sally & Terence Evans
1 Abbeydale Monks Lane Newbury Berkshire RG14 7FN US
Kev Fenech
18 Spencer Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6QA GB
Tony Fish
186 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NT GB
Patrick Flynn
2 Sunley Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NN GB
Jacky and Dale Fry
Burton House Deadmoor Lane Burghclere RG20 9DY GB
Mr C. & Mrs. W.D. Gallo
22 Battery End Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NX GB
John & Rita Gardner
79 Newtown Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7DD GB
Louisa Gilboy
La Casa Blanca Garden CLose Lane Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PR GB
Timothy and Elizabeth Goldsack
16 Wendan Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7AE GB
Tony Hammond
33 Meyrick Drive Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SY GB
Robert & Nina Harris
14 Glendale Avenue Newbury Berkshire RG14 6RU GB
David & Marian Hatfull
196 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NU GB
Philip Hawker
16 Heather Gardens Newbury Bershire R14 7RG GB
Jane Hawker
16 Heather Gardens Newbury Berkshire RG14 7RG GB
John Heath
3 The Hollies Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NF GB
Maureen Heath
3 The Hollies Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NF GB
Lynda Jarman
241 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NJ
Julie Knapman
7a Ladwell Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PJ GB
S Lees
32 Monks Lane Newbury Berkshire RG14 7HE GB
Bev Lewis
20 Battle Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6QU
S Lindsay
14 Cheviot Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SQ GB
P Lynch
6 Sunley Close Newbury Berkshire R1G4 6NN
Oliver Marriage
19 Wendan Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7AG GB
Maurice & Linda McBride
3 The Gabriels Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PZ GB
David Merchant
5 Sunley Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NN GB
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Mr M.D. & Mrs M.A. Mitchell
6 Holborne Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6ST GB
Catherine Monchy
6 The Hollies Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NF GB
Angela Money
5 Glendale Avenue Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SG GB
Derek Moody
6 The Hollies Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NF GB
Piers Nash-Williams
18 Chiltern Close Wash Common Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SZ GB
Monique Nash-Williams
18 Chiltern Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SZ GB
Peter Norman
15 Essex Street Newbury Berkshire RG14 6QJ GB
Felicia Norman
15 Essex Street Newbury Berkshire RG14 6QJ
Keith Nunn
Woolton Hill - Address withheld
Alan O'Brien
Tentfield Wash Water Newbury Berkshire RG20 0LU GB
Liz Oram
27 Elizabeth Avenue Newbury Berkshire RG14 6HA GB
Richard Page
Beech Hedge Kendrick Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PW GB
Graham Powell
313 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG20 0LN GB
Kate Prowse
9 The Hollies Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NF GB
Sarah Robinson
313 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG20 0LN GB
David Rouse
18 Glendale Avenue Newbury Berkshire RG14 6RU GB
R Shackleton
27 Elizabeth Avenue Newbury Berkshire RG14 6HA GB
Graham Smith
Priory Cottages 42 Monks Lane Newbury Berkshire RG 14 7HE GB
Ken Smith
4 Sunley Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NN
Susan Smith
4 Sunley Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NN
John & Gail Spencer
7 The Gabriels Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PZ GB
John Stather
198 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NU GB
Dave & Jean Stubbs
5 Stapleton Close Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SF GB
Maria Stubbs
10 Wilmot Walk Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SB
Darrell Swanson
31 Chandos Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7EP GB
Russell & Ann Toms
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47 Chandos Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7EG GB
Neil Turner
150 Andover Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6NT GB
J West
1 Spencer Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 6QA GB
Fiona White
22 Charter Road Newbury Berkshire RG14 7EN GB
Kim Whysall-Hammond
33 Meyrick Drive Newbury Berkshire RG14 6SY GB
Naick Williams
17 The Gabriels Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PZ
G P Williams
17 The Gabriels Newbury Berkshire RG14 6PZ
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